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Feaurvi Gym Workout Equipment with Weighted Fitness Ball,
Resistance Band Handles,Modular Dumbell,Foam Roller - Total
Body Workout Machine for Home, Travel or Outside
$60.99 $61.99 SALE

ADD TO CART

BUY IT NOW

[A Full Gym In Your Hands]:Feaurvi  Home Gym Equipment offers a fun and unique way to get an effective workout without using a traditional gym machine.

You will have the total gym combination of weighted fitness ball ,resistance band handles + dumbbell boltfoam roller. It can be used together or used

independently to sculpt your dream body scientifically.

[Small but Mighty]: You can enjoy all the benefits of an hour-long gym workout in just 6 minutes.Feaurvi  home fitness gym training way is based on Tabata

style HIIT workouts.This is a hardcore workout so you’ll get into the sweat zone pretty much from the first set. This workout is a form of high-intensity interval

training which helps you burn more calories both during and after your workouts. You can build a balanced body in less time.

[Durable and Portable Design]: Dual grips with nonslip texture allow users to hold this fitness ball firmly, providing a strong and comfortable workout. A high

quality resistance band with handles completely connects with weighted ball closely. Prevents broken, increased exercise intensity and extends the life of full

gym equipment.
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[Multi-Functional Sports]：Designed to meet any posture and direction exercise. Use this gym ball to perform rows, pulls, raises, and workout sets to exercise

your arms, back, hips, legs, chest, and abdominal region. You can easily anchors to doors, rafters or beams at home OR anywhere outdoors to trees, poles or

posts. Enjoy full-body workouts Anywhere, Anytime!

[100% Satisfactory Service]:Feaurvi  offers a full ONE YEAR GUARANTEE and 30 DAYS MONEY BACK on every product we sell! You can enjoy gym

workout fitness with no risk. Our purpose is to provide the highest quality home fitness equipment for people who like to exercise. If you have any

questions,please feel free to contact us.
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